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Abstract— A major concern in engineering education pertains to design fixation, which hinders the conception of novel 
ideas. The term design fixation refers to the designer’s reluctance (or inability, in some cases) to consider multiple strategies 
to formulate and solve a design need. Divergent thinking (DT) and Visual thinking (VT) are two major design skills needed 
for any designer. Visual thinking (VT) is the inherent ability of a person in analyzing a certain given diagram or figure and 
store it in his memory to reproduce when asked for. Divergent thinking (DT) is one of the design skills which helps in 
generation of alternative design solutions for any given design task and is very much essential for addressing a design problem. 
In the present paper we elucidate the difference between Indian engineering students and working professionals, and how to 
bridge the gap between them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Herzberger said that “Everything that is absorbed 
and registered in your mind adds to the collection of 
ideas stored in the memory: a sort of library that you 
can consult whenever a problem arises. o, essentially 
the more you have seen, experienced, and absorbed, 
the more points of reference you will have.”1 This 
statement is true in the field of design engineering. 
Designing is considered to be one of the most 
challenging and important human activity; it is 
complex, requires high intelligence and skills. Today 
the designers have changed a lot, instead of starting a 
design from the scratch, they look for an existing 
designs and then combine or transform or adapt 
elements from them to make new looking model. 
However this usage of old designs can show an impact 
in the design process in the form of design fixation, a 
potentially limiting adherence to existing designs. The 
information that designers ‘absorb and register’ in 
their mind have the potential to fixate them during the 
design process and result in lack of innovation.  

 
Hence one needs to understand and judge the 

fixation levels as well. The first step in managing 
fixation is, understanding how different activities 
affect design fixation during the design process. It is 
noted in the literature that fixation occurs across 
different levels of expertise5 [Linsey et al] and 
contexts6 [Purcell and Gero]. In the present paper, the 
methodology of the work carried out on DT in Indian 
engineering students and the results obtained are 
discussed in detail in the following sections. 

The analysis reported in this paper gives the effects 
of design fixation in Indian engineering students and 
practicing engineers. This report also provides for the 
need of a shift in engineering teaching paradigm. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The field of design has explored many formal and 
heuristic approaches to design refinement, 
manufacturing, generation and computation7 

[Antonsson and Cagan, Chakrabarti, Stone et al]. The 
descriptive methods research in design characterizes 
the natural thought process followed by humans in 
solving a design task. Therefore, it is an application of 
principles of cognitive psychology, to design. The 
descriptive research involves understanding how the 
designers perceive the problems and the supportive 
statements, find (creative) solutions, evaluate designs, 
and make decisions. 
 

In this field, researchers vigorously pursued 
cognitive based design fixation research and abstractly 
defined asbarriers to solution based on real and 
perceived constraints [Jansson and Smith; Perttula 
and Sipila; Moss et al;]. 

 
Dahl and Moreau demonstrated that subjects 

exposed to within-domain examples employed fewer 
far/out-of-domain analogies in generating solutions 
and that the originality of the solutions produced 
increased relatively when subjects were encouraged to 
use analogies extensively and given no example 
solutions. Marsh et al. found that within-domain 
examples caused subjects to be biased towards 
generating solutions with similar features to those 
found in the examples. A common and often 
commented upon form of fixation is premature 
commitment to a particular problem solution. 
Consequen -tly, the designers stop pursuing the search 
for alternative solutions. This premature commitment 
thus results in fewer solutions. These findings 
establish that any experiment with exposure to a 
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within-domain example prior to ideation, can cause 
fixation. The fixation is manifest in the form of fewer 
solutions and the appearance of features from the 
examples in the solutions [Simon]. 

 
The motivation for the present work is derived 

from the work of Shah et al. [3-5],. It is well known 
that, divergent thinking is a method or process of 
thinking that aims to develop a lot of ideas about a 
single topic in a relatively short span of time. It is a 
creative approach to problem solving. However, a 
detailed assessment of DT can be made with the help 
of DT tests, which is a most important tool to measure 
design skills. 
 
III. MEASURING DESIGN FIXATION 
 

The goal of the experiment is to evaluate the effect 
of design fixation on engineering students and 
practicing engineers. To answer this particular issue 
we considered divergent thinking sub skills of 
cognitive science are considered. To measure 
Divergent Thinking the ability to define, explore and 
expand the design space while avoiding fixation 
should be measured. Fixation is the undesired 
characteristic with negative impact on the persons 
design skills, inhibiting his thought process and 
inhibiting him from exploring the design space. The 
matrix for various parameters is given in Table 1. 
 
TABLE I. DT SUBSKILLS AND METRICS [3] 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION 
METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN TASK 

 
To measure Divergent thinking ability for a 

particular student the following tasks were performed. 
Each and every student was asked to provide as money 
solutions as possible with in the stipulated time 
individually.  

The test to measure Divergent thinking consists of 
two activities. The first activity has 3 tasks in it, for 
which a time limit of 15 minutes is given. In the first 
task skills such as fluency, flexibility, originality and 
detailability are measured. In the first task we provide 
students with circles and ask them to draw figures 
which have circle as an integral part. They are 
instructed to draw as many as possible. The second 
task asks the participant to write down alternate uses 
of a item which we commonly use every day. From the 
second test we measure fluency, flexibility and 
originality. In the third task the participant are asked 
to find similarities between two items which are never 
connected, this gives us the measure of abstactbility. 

The second activity has only one task for which 20 
minutes is given. This test gives us the level of fixation 
in a participant. Participants are divided into two 
groups – a fixation group where the participants were 
exposed to a design solution and a control group 
which is used to establish the baseline. Participants in 
both groups are given the design task to: “Design a toy 
for a blind child of age group 3 to 7” The design task is 
a real-time problem. Participants are provided a paper, 
pen, pencil, and eraser to sketch their designs. They 
work on the design task individually and not in teams. 
Participants are given 20 minutes to generate as many 
ideas possible. They can either sketch the solution or 
else they can even describe it in words. 

 
‘The toy for blind child’ problem puts most 

participants in the familiar domain of toys and in the 
unfamiliar domain of blindness. While the task 
requires minimal technical knowledge(no application 
of scientific and mathematical principles), it uses the 
design skill such as understanding the need and 
synthesizing alternative solutions which is common to 
creative problem solving in many domains. The task 
involves autonomy, mastery, and purpose. 
Participants can design their solutions that reflect 
their values, views and interest (autonomy), show 
creativity (mastery) and cherish results (purpose), thus 
resulting in plethora of solutions. At the end of this 
task, participants were asked to mention their favorite 
toy / last toy with which they played in order to find the 
inherent fixation level. 
 
V. SAMPLE AND SIZE 
 

The objected was to find out the different between 
engineering students and working professionals. The 
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task was conducted at various educational institutes 
and a design and construction company including IIT 
Kharagpur, JNTU Kakinada, Andhra University 
Vizag, GITAM University Vizag, SR Engineering 
College Warangal and CADSYS India pvt ltd. In each 
and every place where the experiment was conducted 
the minimum number of participants was at least 30, 
we tried to maintain the male to female ratio to a 
minimum. In the construction company which was 
dominated by men the male ratio was higher to 
females. Consent letters were given to all the 
participants. And most important, none of the 
participants had any prior knowledge of the design 
task to be conducted. 
 
VI. CREATIVITY TESTS AND SCORING 

METHODS 
 

Creativity is defined as the production of novel and 
practical solutions to a design problem [6]. To be 
creative one must have the ability to explore the design 
space from various standpoints. Creative thinking 
tests measures not only the number of new possibilities 
that people produce but also the novelty of these 
possibilities [7]. Of the various standardized tests of 
creativity available in the literature, we considered 
Abbreviated Torrance test, Guilford Alternative Uses 
test and Meekers test to assess the sub skills as 
mentioned in Table 2. The results obtained for tasks 1 
and 2 were validated by both Abbreviated Torrance 
test and Guilford Alternative Uses test. 

TABLE II. CREATIVE TESTS TO ASSESS 
DESIGN SUBSKILLS 

 
 
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

For the data to be reliable and uniformly scored, a 
set of instructions were formulated and given in hand 
to the evaluators. At first two evaluators have graded 
each and every set of responses independently, then a 
crosscheck of these grades is done by each other to 
check for inconsistency or any bias. In case of any 
inconsistency, the set of response sheet is forwarded to 
the third evaluator. For analysis all the data of 
different colleges is consolidated at a single place and 
the means values of fluency, flexibility, originality, 
detailability and fixation of both the groups are 
considered to compare working professionals and 
students. The following observations can be inferred 
from the data, 

1. In control group:  
a. Fluency, flexibility, originality and 

detailability of students is higher than that 
of working professionals. 

b. Where as the level of fixation in 
professionals is higher than that of 
students.  

2. In fixation group 
a. Originality of professionals is higher than 

that of students. 
b. Students excelled in every aspect over 

working professional. 
3. The domain knowledge played a key role in the 

solutions given by the professionals. 
4. In response to task 4, a large percentage of 

professionals have shown fixation either due 
to example solution provided or their favorite 
toy 

 
 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

The various DT skills of Indian engineering 
students were analyzed using standard creative tests 
and the results are presented. The results indicate the 
need for modifying the teaching paradigm for 
engineering education to increase the emphasis on 
innovation and creativity in the curriculum. The paper 
also recommends that engineering faculty be 
conscious of fixation and its adverse effects, and 
educate students. In the long run, as educators, we 
must reflect and reformulate the curriculum to balance 
fundamental understanding with the need to foster 
creative thinking skills so that the next generation 
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designers can not only analyze designs, but also 
synthesize innovative solutions. 
 

The present work is being planned to extend to 
other design skills as well. Plans are also underway to 
conduct the task in some more Institutes / Universities 
to observe the variation on a large sample as well as to 
validate the results. 
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